Is Your Waste a Hazardous Waste?

Are you getting rid of this substance? Do you intend to discard it?

- Yes
  - Is it flammable? Does it have a flash point of < 140 F?
    - Yes
      - It is a hazardous waste.
    - No
      - Is it corrosive? Does it have a pH <2 or >12.5?
        - Yes
          - It is a hazardous waste.
        - No
          - Is it reactive? Is it unstable, does it react violently with water or air? Will it detonate or explode when exposed to heat or flame?
            - Yes
              - It is a hazardous waste.
            - No
              - Is it toxic? Does your waste contain any of the chemicals on the Toxic Constituents list.
                - Yes
                  - It is a hazardous waste.
                - No
                  - Is it a listed waste (F, P or U list created by EPA)?
                    - Yes
                      - It is a hazardous waste.
                    - No
                      - Is it a P-listed waste OR an empty container that held a P-listed waste?
                        - Yes
                          - It is a hazardous waste.
                        - No
                          - It is NOT a hazardous waste. But, it might be recyclable or something we still want you to collect and request a HW pickup so it can be disposed of properly. See our FAQs.

- No
  - It is not a waste and therefore not a hazardous waste.

If you need help determining whether your chemical, or mixture of chemicals, is ignitable, corrosive, reactive, toxic or listed please call us at 785-532-5856.